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Artistic Concept: The PlesioPhone series is a set of four interactive artworks that comment on the evolution of human communication. It uses the medium of the telephone and cell phone. Each piece attempts to provide an interactive experience to allow participants to step into the future essence of desired communication. Through the pieces we look at the question, “what is our communication future?” Do we want to have a “puff of air” to open our closed ears as in lands from Gulliver’s travels?

PlesioPhone 0 - Airphone: In this piece, two people talk to each other through plastic masks around their face and ears connected to each other by a plastic tube. The masks allow two people to talk to carry their private space around with them while they talk. Their voices are meant only for the recipient and are not public property. The tube connects the speakers so that the distance between them is always close and intimate. In a sense, it is the opposite of the public, portable cell phone.

Technical Realization: The installation of the AirPhone involves supplying people with Airphones to try in public settings such as galleries, parties, festivals, and so forth. Of course, they can also be sold. The requirements for each AirPhone include a filter mask, ear protection headphones, some tubes and connectors. Currently, we have built two Airphones.

The AirPhone can be seen in use on the video and is shown in the sketch in figure 1.
**PlesioPhone I - PhysicalPhone:** In PhysicalPhone, two people communicate with each other through two channels. One is a long distance voice channel and the other is a physical channel formed by touch. PhysicalPhone complements the inTouch\(^1\) system as we explore intimate conversation through touch. In contrast to the force feedback cylinders, in PhysicalPhone, communication can only occur when two people touch each other. When one person calls another they must touch before they can hear each other. We use a simple touch sensitive circuit to detect when two people are touching. Now they can have an intimate conversation. They are physically close, but we process their voice so they appear far apart. If they lose contact, their communication is cut. We use jMax running on two computers to add noise and delay to the speech. This reinforces the virtual distance of the voice channel using a cell phone and the real physical distance of the physical channel. The jMax patches also receive the human contact sensor information to connect the talkers. PhysicalPhone provides the opposite experience to the telephone. It creates virtual distance between people who are physically close. Users have freedom to exchange their voice and thoughts in virtual space, but also maintain their physical intimate channel. It suggests a new style of human communication and physical experience. In a variation of PhysicalPhone, the physical channel can be made remote so talkers can be anywhere in the world. Here body touch becomes virtual but stays physical to link the people always by the two channels.

**Technical Realization:** The installation of the PhysicalPhone involves a table and chair with a cell phone and headset for each participant as illustrated in the accompanying video. The installation fits inside a small, reasonably sound proof room. Each cell phone has metal contacts on the back so that it makes an electrical connection with the participant's hand. The computers are not visible. The requirements for the PhysicalPhone are two cell phones, two computers running Linux with jMax, a touch sensor, an A/D converter (we use the iCube), two headsets and a table and chair.

The PhysicalPhone is shown in the video and is sketched in figure 2.

---

**PlesioPhone II (StringPhone):** The third piece of the series is called StringPhone. In this piece we engage the talker’s bodies to enhance personal and intimate conversation. This piece is like a traditional string phone. Tension must be applied to carry sound. We use both a real string and a virtual string attached to each phone. The virtual string is projected on a large screen which appears to be connected to the real string. This is depicted in the video except we do not have our video projectors yet so we show the piece on a small computer screen. We use force sensors to measure the tension of the string. When one person calls another, they both must pull the string before they can hear each other. If one lets go, the conversation stops. The voice and tension sensor are processed by jMax. When they pull tight they are reconnected. The physicalness of both pulling the string intimately links them through their body. Literally, you can feel the tension in the phone; it gives a sense of strong connectedness with the other talker through the pulled string during the conversation. Stringphone lets you remember the simple, but often forgotten principal of communication which is that communication is a collaboration of both sides and it is fulfilled only through your physical effort.

**Technical Realization:** The installation of the StringPhone requires two large rooms. Each room has a large video projection on the wall that shows the remote caller's computer graphic string. The cell phone is attached by a real string to the screen. The cell phone is on a small stand about 2m away from the screen for callers to communicate. It is also possible to have more than one phone in each room. The hardware and software requirements for the StringPhone are two cell phones, two computers running Linux with jMax and OpenGL, two force sensors and the iCube, and two video projection systems, stands for the phones and some string.

The StringPhone is shown in the video (using a small screen instead of large video projection) and is depicted in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: StringPhone](image)
PlesioPhone III (SMSPhone): In this piece, we comment on the future of communication. Currently, short messaging service (SMS) accounts for more than 30% of all cell phone traffic. What does this mean? We comment on this by connecting two talkers on their cell phones through a voice processing system. Figure 4 illustrates how the piece works. Each phone talks to a voice-to-text system such as viaVoice. The talker’s voice is converted into a text representation (this is expected to be only a very rough approximation of what is actually said). The text is then sent to the other cell phone and converted to speech using a text-to-speech synthesizer (also available in viaVoice). This works both ways. Thus, each talker communicates solely through text messages. These messages are also sent to each talker using SMS for reading later.

Figure 4: Block diagram of SMSPhone

SMSPhone provides an experience of future communication. It also emphasizes that the telephone is a contemporary art form enabled by its mass audience. SMSPhone on the surface is nothing more than a telephone number, it is the mass audience that collaborates to make it an artwork.

Technical Requirements: In the purest sense, the SMSPhone installation only requires that we advertise a telephone number for people to access the artwork. It really is accessible from anywhere in the world. However, for a gallery setting, two SMS enabled cellphones or telephones can be made available in separate rooms for people to access the artwork along with a display to see the SMS messages. Of course, if people bring their own cell phones to the gallery they can just call. The technical requirements are two SMS enable cellphones plus the telephone service connected, two computers running Linux with jMax and modems, and two video displays so that the audience can see the SMS messages being sent.

The SMSPhone is shown in the video, though, it is more of an auditory experience than a visual one making it difficult to show the feelings that result from using it. A sketch of the system is also shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: SMSPhone
Summary of Artistic Concept and Tech. Requirements: The telephone and the cell phone are both incredible interactive artworks. As mass produced objects they are rarely considered artworks. This is a challenge to us as artists, engineers, scientists, technicians and telephone users. We agree with Gerfried Stocker's comment about "Who's doing the art of tomorrow?". Sachiyo and I are pushing ahead with our risky collaboration involving this mass marketed device. The PlesioPhone series provides both interactive artwork and future product. Is this the direction of contemporary art? We think so. The mass market can access it from anywhere in their daily lives and in doing so creates the new direction of interactive artwork.

People interact with the pieces in PlesioPhone series using their voice and body through various communication channels. Each piece in the series uses at least two people in the interaction. The design of each piece carefully considers the expectations of each caller to provide the experience of devices and communications that do not exist today. One key technical innovation we created to enable the telephone to be clearly seen as an interactive art media is the phone object in jMax. jMax is a visual programming language for sound processing produced by IRCAM in Paris. The phone object allows people to call the artwork and have the artwork hear the caller's voice and connect them to other people or communicate to them. Effectively we have enabled interactive telephone art. Coupled to the cell phone, we now have interactive artwork which is accessible by nearly anyone, globally, 24 hours a day. Each piece provides an original communication experience. As a whole, they encompass aspects of close communication as well as a reminder of the fragility of voice communication both in public and in private spaces. We use the computer directly and indirectly. Obviously, the AirPhone doesn't use a computer. The PhysicalPhone needs two computers for processing the voice channel and acting upon the touch sensor. The StringPhone needs a computer for displaying the graphics associated with the string tension as well as controlling the audio. The SMS phone needs two computers for doing the voice-to-text and text-to-voice translation as well as answering and redirecting phone calls. But you must also realize that in the case of the SMS phone, there is an enormous computer network infrastructure in place to enable the telephones and cellphones to work. Understanding the complexity, scale and impact on the population and its role in how we communicate as experienced when using the PlesioPhone of this human achievement adds another level of significance to the series.

The PlesioPhone Series focuses on advanced communication with "phone" devices. The telephone used to be a device to link people who are distant, but since the cell phone, it is becoming more and more about linking people in closeness. What people are exploring now is no longer distance but the different qualities of communication. Remember, "Telephone" became a new Art piece through the imagination of a mass public. In turn, today, people are responding quickly to the proposition of the maker or artist—such as with SMS---so that now they are forming a complete new style of human communication using this semi-old device. Telephone is no tele-phone anymore. Thus, we propose the name "plesio-phone" which literally means close-phone, or more properly, close-voice, to catch up to the phenomenon in the cell phone "art" by mass public. We are waiting for the reaction from the makers/customers.
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